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Abstract 
The original data of Nilsson-Ehle experiment in wheat were analyzed with existent genetic knowl- 
edge. It indicated that the core of polygenic hypothesis from this experiment was that a character 
similarity produced by additive effect of multiple genes was the basis of continuous variation. Its 
precondition was for effective genes to have equal effect, to show merodominance and binomial 
distribution and to inherit independently. In fact, quantitative characters were determined by 
many genes with different property, effect and behavior. So it was difficult to solve all problems of 
continuous variation by the aid of polygenic hypothesis. The researchers should seek new ways. 
With Mendelian group as research object and by means of Lyapunov central limit theorem it was 
proved that both genotypic value G and the environmental effect in a niche E were subordinated to 
the normal distribution ( )N 2

G G,µ σ  and ( )N 2
E E,µ σ  respectively. According to additivity of the 

normal distribution the phenotype P = G + E also obeyed the normal distribution P = G + E ~ 
( )N +2 2

G G E,µ σ σ  and quantitative characters showed continuous variation, whether or not the 
linkage was presented, whether or not every gene effect was equal, whether or not there were 
dominance and what kind of dominance between alleles. Moreover it was discussed that the 
quantitative characters in self-fertilized organism and clone were submitted to the normal distri- 
bution and presented continuous variation too. 
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1. Introduction 
Since publishing the results of Nilsson-Ehle wheat hybridization experiment, multiple factor or polygenic hypo-
thesis which was researched alone starting with the organism itself has been prevailing so far for about 100 
years. This research pointed out that polygenic hypothesis had some limitations, while adoptive scope of the 
theory of dual multiple factors and three normal distributions was wide. 

2. The Core of Polygenic Hypothesis Is That the Character Similarity Produced by 
Additive Effect of Multiple Genes Is the Basis of Continuous Variation 

Quantitative characters show continuous variation, inheritance of which involves differences in the same trait of 
different individuals in a group [1]. F2 population by artificially crossing is the most simple population of mul-
tiple genotypes in ordinary crops and the most classic material of genetic research in quantitative traits is Nils-
son-Ehle wheat hybridization experiment. As the wheat seed coat is 2n tissue of mother body, hybrid grain color 
is determined by her genotype. When a very dark red variety was crossed with a white variety, the color of seed 
borne by F1 plants (F2 seed color) is constant red [2]. Many experts in the world have made mistakes in this field 
to this day [1] [3]-[6]. In fact, the hereditary manner in wheat and other crops is the same, but the separation in 
wheat grain color is delayed a generation than crops such as garden peas. And parental genetic makeup can be 
deduced from separation of the offspring traits. Understanding these is important for the researchers to discuss 
Nilsson-Ehle wheat hybridization experiment and to study quantitative traits inheritance. 

In 1900s, Nilsson-Ehle crossed a very old red variety with a white variety in wheat, he got 78 plants of F2 
generation offspring of which segregated differently in grain color [2] [7]. It was pity that he did not obtain the 
expected pure white, but this did not affect the scientific value of this experiment and his greatness. 

Among 78 plants of F2 generation, 0 plant the offspring of which were constant white should be consisted of 
recessive genes. 8 plants the offspring of which were segregating reds and whites in the ration 3:1 had the dif-
ferences of one pair of dominant-recessive genes and the reds were similar to that of 3 items of the rest, from the 
shallow to the deep, grouping them was difficult and they showed continuous variation. 

The continuous variation is based on the similarity of characters [8]. According to existent genetic knowledge, 
in inheritance of 2 pairs of genes, only the hair color of pig [3] and fruit shape of pumpkin [4] and so on show 
the similar characters, when 2 kinds of dominant genes exist simultaneously or any one of both exists respec-
tively. This is because they are determined by 2 pairs of independent genes so that in 16 combinations from 4 
male and female gametes the result is produced by additive effect of dominant genes. In fact, the inheritance in 
wheat variety which has 2 pairs independent alleles for presence of red color in seed coat is in this way [9]. If 
the similar traits are merged, hair color of pig into the brown, fruit shape of pumpkin into the nearly spherical 
and grain color of the wheat into the red, their phenotype in separation generation is in the ration 15:1 [8]. It is 
easy to infer that in this experiment 15 plants of F2 generation the offspring of which were segregating reds and 
whites in the ration 15:1 had the differences of 2 pairs of domination-recessive genes, 5 plants the offspring of 
which were segregating 63:1 consisted of 3 pairs of dominant-recessive genes. 50 plants the offspring of which 
were constant red started from individuals containing 1 pair of homozygous dominant genes, increasing domi-
nant gene one by one, to homozygote containing 3 pairs of dominant genes, namely individuals contained 1 pair 
of homozygous dominant genes at least. Thus it can judge initially that red color in the seed coat of a very old 
red variety is determined by 3 pairs of genes and gene effect is equal [9] and additive. 

In accordance with the inheritance of 3 pairs of independent genes of crops such as garden peas and seeing the 
ration of segregation of genotypes and phenotypes and analyzing them with additive effect, the theoretical plant 
number of F2 generation is 1, 6, 12, 8 and 37 out of a total of 64 plants depending on category of gene combina-
tion, that is, on type of additive effect [4], but the segregation in grain color of the wheat offspring is delayed a 
generation. The expected ration of the segregation in grain color of F3 generation of crops [7] and the ration of 
segregation of F4 generation of wheat [2] are the same. These results and their analysis are tabulated below (see 
Table 1). 

2 8.110χ =  is consistent with expectation, P-value = 0.088. It is thus clear that red color in the seed coat of a 
very old red variety is determined really by 3 pairs of genes which are dominant, namely AABBCC and geno-
types of F2 group show binomial distribution with the exponent being 2 × 3 depending on the number of domi-
nant genes so that continuity in grain color is based on the similarity of characters produced by additive effect of 
dominant genes. Accordingly Nilsson-Ehle put forward polygenic hypothesis and opened entrance leading to  
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Table 1. Analysis of additive effect of dominant genes in the inheritance in wheat grain color.                                    

F4 (seed) of wheat 
(F3 of crops) Pure white 3 reds:1 white 15 reds:1 white 63 reds:1 white constant red Σ 

Observed number of 
F2 plants 0 8 15 5 50 78 

Expected number of 
F2 plants 1 6 12 8 37 64 

Category of  
genecombination of 

F2 plants 
rrrrrr rrrrrR rrrRrR rRrRrR rrrrRR-RRRRRR  

Notice that r stand for gene a or b or c, R-A or B or C correspondingly. 
 
quantitative character inheritance and gave the immortal contribution to genetics. From setting out independent 
inheritance in controlled cross, polygenic hypothesis uses for effective genes to have equal effect, to show me-
rodominance and binomial distribution as a prerequisite to engage in genetic analysis of quantitative characters 
[7] [9] and also puts forward these limited condition for this reason. Melntosh (1973) further studies demon-
strated that in the nature there were 15 wheat varieties with 3 pairs of red alleles and red alleles are 3 pairs at the 
very most [2]. So this experiment only expended from 2 pairs to 3 pairs in additive effect of dominant genes, 
it is sufficient to elaborate the inheritance in wheat grain color and so on, but to solve the continuity of all quan-
titative characters need to practice more. In addition, Nilsson-Ehleh did not study environment effect. Later 
more experts pointed out that many quantitative characters such as height, weight, milk production in dairy cat-
tle, body conformation in beef cattle were determined by many genes [6], even dozens of genes and affected 
easily by environmental impact. Their continuity can not be solved by additive effect alone and this need to 
make new idea and new method appear urgently [3]. The development of related disciplines, such as population 
genetics and mathematics also laid a foundation for the emergence of the new theory. 

3. The Random Mating in Mendelian Population Makes the Property, Effect and  
Behavior of Many Genes Determining Quantitative Characters Be Different  
and Various 

Mendelian population widely exists in the nature [10]-[13]. Random mating Mendelian population is the most 
convenient population to research the inheritance of quantitative characters [11] [14] [15]. In the nature the vast 
majority of organisms are diploid and live in a population. Most of animal are gonochoristic. Most of gymnos-
perm are diclinous and allogamous rate is quite high. Many angiosperms are incompatibility in self-fertilized or 
dioecious. Thereby allogamy is the original reproductive way [9]. These organisms mate at random or are in this 
way almost to form many Mendelian populations on the measurement of which there are no obvious boundaries 
and there are various dimensions [16] and a certain regional characteristics [17] [18]. For example, forest crop 
propagated by seeds in occupied a certain area, chicken flock in chicken farm, fish flock in the reservoir and 
people crowd as for body height and so on can be considered as a Mendelian population [19], the member of 
which mate at random. It is by random mating that individuals within a population are linked together and ex-
change genes with each other. Therefore, a Mendelian population is a reproductive community, individuals in 
which share a common gene pool [20]. In essence, random mating is to have each parent contribute equal ga-
mete to this pool, from which random pairs are drawn to form all sorts of genotypes and to develop into different 
kinds of individuals [6]. On different locus of individuals there are quite a lot of multiple alleles in the popula-
tion [21] and they show various traits, including quantitative inheritance traits. On a individual the genes deter-
mining the same character are located in different condition and their property, effect and behavior are different. 
For example, 50 genes at least on different loci relate to the chlorophyll formation of corn [22] [23] and 34 
genes at least affect the size of the fruit fly wings [22], but corn only has 20 pairs of chromosomes and only 4 
pairs for the fly. The corollary is that so far as chromosome is concerned, there are independent inheritance and 
linkage [5] [24]; so far as gene locus is concerned, there are alleles and nonalleles; so far as the type of gene ef-
fect is concerned, there are additive effect, dominant effect and epistasis; so far as the dimension of gene effect 
is concerned, it is not the same in identical locus and different loci [25]. That is to say that in many cases effec-
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tive genes Ra ≠ Rb ≠ R1 ≠ R2 ≠ R. Many of these are contrary to polygenic hypothesis and the effective genes 
show not all the binomial distribution. Even if the binomial distribution is as ideal as wheat, that also belongs to 
discrete distribution rather than a continuous distribution strictly in terms of mathematics [26] so that it is diffi-
cult to solve the problem of continuity of all quantitative characters with polygenic hypothesis. Thus, it is only 
with the aid of central limit theorem involving many different genes the effects of which are not equal certainly 
and constituting normal distribution that this problem can be solved [27]. It was unfortunate that central limit 
theorem was developed and perfected further in the 1920s [28], it was later than Nilsson-Ehle research about 10 
years. 

4. Dual Multiple Factors Have Genotypic Value G, Environmental Effect E and  
Phenotype P = G + E All Be Submitted to the Normal Distribution 

Genotypes determine the dimension of phenotype of some quantitative character of a individual with genotypic 
value which refers to the sum of the effect of all genes which determine the characters of a individual on every 
locus [11] [14]. Because the epistasis is not very important, it can be ignored [11] [14] [29], the genotypic value 
is the sum of additive effect and dominant effect on many loci [11] [14]. Let G stand for the genotypic value, 
and Gi stand for the contribution of i-locus to the genotypic value, then,  

1 2G G G Gn= + + +  

According to Ayala’s further study, the gene effect on a identical locus and different loci is not equal certainly 
[25], even so and even including the effect of modern transgene which is in the ascendant, the aforementioned 
mathematical model is right. It is important that the study here is limited in a Mendelian population. In random 
mating the contribution of different loci is independent of each other, whether or not the linkage is presented [16] 
[29]. In terms of makeup of genotypic value, additive effect is the cumulative effect between alleles and nonal-
leles and belongs to the simple addition, the contribution on every locus is independent; while dominance, me-
rodominance and over dominance play a part in the identical locus respectively so that the contribution on loci 
occupied by the dominant gene is also independent [8]. In addition, additive effect and dominant effect are in-
dependent of each other [29]. On the basis of Lyapunov central limit theorem [27], when the number of loci n is 
large sufficiently, genotypic value is submitted to the normal distribution ( )2

G G,N µ σ . Here, in addition to in-
dependence of the contribution of different loci, no attaching it any condition, as long as the loci be more. And 
the genes on every locus operate according to three Law of inheritance. 

Another component of phenotype of quantitative character is environmental effect in a niche E [11] [14], also 
called environmental deviation. The organism grows in a certain environment. The environmental effect is a re-
sult of the combined action of many factors. Each factor makes a contribution to environmental effect in a niche 
Ei, so 

1 2E E E En= + + +  

In terms of probability theory, the action of environment factors in a niche, at least the action of quiet a num-
ber of factors can be considered as independent statistically. Even though water as a medium can compensate 
the shortage of fertilizer, fertilizer also can compensate the lack of it, when plants synthesize carbohydrate by its 
important role photosynthesis, only 6 water molecules and 6 carbon dioxide molecules synthesize a glucose [30]. 
Water and carbon dioxide here are not replaced by the other, their action is independent. The independence of 
nutrient elements is more outstanding, 16 kinds of which are necessary and are not replaced [30], their action is 
independent. 

When the error in the measurement and shooting is calculated by using of central limit theorem, the illumina-
tion, temperature, wind, atmospheric humidity and human factor are dealt with independence of each other [26] 
[31] [32]. When many mathematicians discussed the normal distribution of quantitative characters of creature by 
the aid of central limit theorem, they all considered potentially that environmental factors are independent of 
each other [32]-[34], even though they ignored and underestimated the genotypic value which is a chunk of 
component of phenotype. Liebig’s “law of minimum factor” and Blackman’s “law of limit factor” emphasized 
the role of each factors [35]. Liebig also illustrated this relationship with “law of wooden barrel”. This shows 
that each ecological factor is all important and plays an indispensable and independent role to the environmental 
effect in a niche, but can not afford role of overwhelming everything so that it can meet the necessary condition 
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to research environmental effect in a niche with central limit theorem [15] [27]. According to Lyapunov central 
limit theorem, the environmental effect in a niche E is submitted to the normal distribution ( )2

E E,N µ σ . 
Phenotype P = G + E. Genotypic value G depends on the number of gene loci n and their contribution Gi, in 

essence, like three Law, it is completed by a series of genetic processes including gene separating and recom-
bining to form gametes and zygotes. So it has nothing to do with the E. And Environmental effect E is decided 
by light, temperature, water and other factors and is not related to the G. G and E are independent of each other 
[15]. In practice, in Mendelian population individual distributes at random, different genotype occurs with dif-
ferent frequencies and genotypic value is a random variable which is changing along with genotype and its fre-
quency in the population. And the environment occupied by individuals is randomized natural condition and is 
not “special environment” according to which occupied respectively by each individual they are not grouped, so 
environmental distribution are not determined by genotype. But also the regional characteristics of the Mende-
lian population make environment in a niche is no more in the nature of so-called ‘treatments’ in mathematical 
statistics. Since a Mendelian population on environment would not generally encounter so wide a range of envi-
ronments as that provided by the different treatments. Moreover the environmental variation in a niche arises 
from only a small-scale fluctuation in natural condition. So interrelation and interaction of G and E are very 
weak and can be ignored, G and E are independent of each other [8] [29] [36] [37]. According to additivity of 
the normal distribution, 

( )2 2
G E G EP G E ~ N ,µ µ σ σ= + + + .                          (1) 

Because P = G + E, E = P − G. Like error compensation, the mean environmental deviation in the group as a 
whole is adopted as 0 [36], that is, the mathematical expectation of environmental effect in a Mendelian popula-
tion E 0µ = , then 

( )2 2
G G EP G E ~ N ,µ σ σ= + +  

The distribution of P, G, E and their relationship are diagrammed as Figure 1. 
This shows that in the nature, phenotype of quantitative characters of creature in random mating Mendelian 

population P is submitted to the normal distribution and quantitative characters show continuous variation, 
whether or not the linkage was presented, whether or not every gene effect was equal, whether or not there were 

 

 
Figure 1. The normal density curves of P, G, E and their relationship.                                              
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dominance and what kind of dominance between alleles. For example, as far as the body height of the Chinese 
people is concerned, the man’s is normal distribution taking 1.69 m for numerous number, while 1.62 m for the 
woman’s. The allogamous rate within tree species forming forest is as high as 95% [38] and between the species 
there is reproductive isolation so that the quantitative characters in pure forest and mixed forest show the normal 
distribution depending on the species. The example of the former is diameter distribution in young forest of Pi-
nus khesiya var. langbinaensis [39] and the example of the latter is respective height and diameter distribution in 
mixed forest of Pinus massoniana and Gordonia kwangsiensis [40]. Thereby more and more geneticists who 
follow mathematicians think that the characteristics of quantitative characters are continuous variation with type 
of normal distribution [3] [25]. 

5. Normal Distribution of Environmental Effect Let Quantitative Characters of  
Clone and Self-Fertilized Plant Also Be in This Way 

From formula (1) it is deduced easily that the quantitative character of clone and organism genotype of which is 
identical shows the normal distribution. Set their genotypic value is constant c, 

Because P G E c E= + = +  
( )2

EE ~ 0,N σ  

So ( )2
Ec E ~ c 0,N σ+ +  

So got ( )2
EP G E c E ~ c,N σ= + = + .                                                       (2) 

Authors investigated and studied nursery stock produced by cuttings of N.105 clone of Populus × tomentosa 
in central nursery of Xian city. The sample frequency histogram and density estimation curve of their ground 
diameter and height are shown in Figure 2. 

The normality of the diameter and height of nursery stock is tested with Shapiro-wilk’s method respectively. 
Statistic value W = 0.988, P-value = 0.251 for ground diameter, W = 0.985 and P-value = 0.098 for Height, the 
ground diameter and height of nursery stock of N.105 clone all show the normal distribution. Eucalyptus clone 
diameter reported by Chen Yongfu, the diameter grade of different clone of Eucalyptus forest crop with various 
density reported by Li Fushen and the wood fiber length of clones of Sect. Aigeiros reported by Wu Heng all 
show the normal distribution too [41]-[43]. 

Selfing, that is, self-fertilization is of great significance for plant. Self-pollinated plants are generally very 
pure in heredity, so to speak, their genotypes are almost homozygous [22] [23] [44]. From formula (2) it can be 
known that the quantitative characters of self-pollinated plant show the normal distribution depending on the 
genotype (pure line). Some species of self-pollinated plant have several pure lines and every pure line is inde-
pendent of each other, so the quantitative characters in the population with these pure lines show the normal dis-
tribution according to additivity of normal distribution too. The constituent of P. × tomentosa is the same to self- 
pollinated plant with many lines. It is tree species which is cultured by mixing many clones [45] and its diameter 
in forest crop shows the normal distribution [46].  

 

 
Figure 2. The sample frequency histogram and density estimation curve of ground diameter and height of N. 105 clone.                    
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6. Conclusion 
The theory of dual multiple factors and three normal distributions has a wider scope of application than poly-
genic hypothesis. It demonstrates that the quantitative characters of creature in the nature including the cross- 
pollinated, the self-pollinated, organism with identical genotype and clone are submitted to the normal distribu-
tion and show continuous variation, whether or not the linkage was presented, whether or not every gene effect 
was equal, whether or not there were dominance and what kind of dominance between alleles in their inherit-
ance. The practical significance of the theory of dual multiple factors and three normal distributions also lies in 
emphasizing that like genotype of variety, the environmental effect is one of important constituents of pheno-
type of quantitative character, and its contribution to phenotype of some organisms can account for 51% [36]. 
To carry out special research on cultivation technology for every variety and to increase the contribution share of 
environmental effect have great potential to promote the development of production and will cause the revolu-
tionary change. 
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